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Introduction
Cluster chemistry is a new and rapidly growing, interdisciplinary research area.
However, the targeted synthesis of transition metal clusters remains challenging,
because the mechanisms of cluster growth are poorly understood. In this poster we
presented a selective synthetic approach for [Au7Al6Hx](Cp*)6 (Cp* = 1,2,3,4,5pentamethylcyclopentadienyl) and its characterization. It was shown, that an excess of
triphenylphosphine during the synthesis prevents the formation of the related cluster
[Au6Al6Hx](Cp*)6. Moreover it was shown, that the usage of the embryonic cluster
[Cu2Al](Cp*)3 [1] as a source for AlCp* ligands leads to mixed Au/Cu clusters from the
family [AuaCubAl6Hx](Cp*)6 (a + b = 6 or 7).

Synthesis and Role of PPh3

[Au7Al6Hx](Cp*)6

Molecular structure of
[Au7Al6Hx](Cp*)6. Au:
yellow, Al: pink, C:
grey, H-atoms and cocrystallized solvents
are omitted for clarity.

Mixed Au/Cu clusters

The reaction between the NHC-stabilized
gold hydride (IPr)AuH [2] and AlCp* leads
to the formation of clusters. A selective
synthesis of [Au7Al6Hx](Cp*)6 can be
achieved upon addition of PPh3.

[Au7Al6](Cp*)6+

In situ characterization with LIFDI-MS

Vis-spectra of the
isolated products.

In situ characterization with 1H-NMR

Conclusion
In this poster we presented the influence of PPh3 on the synthesis of gold clusters from (IPr)AuH and AlCp*. The addition of PPh3 to the reaction
prevents the formation of [Au6Al6Hx](Cp*)6 and supports the formation of [Au7Al6Hx](Cp*)6. The size-focusing in cluster synthesis could be
followed by UV-Vis spectroscopy. These findings allowed the selective synthesis of [Au7Al6Hx](Cp*)6 upon addition of 10 equivalents of PPh3.
This cluster was characterized with 1H-NMR, LIFDI-MS, IR and UV-Vis techniques. Moreover, the usage of [Cu2Al](Cp*)3 as an equivalent for
AlCp* leads to the formation of mixed Au/Cu clusters from the family [AuaCubAl6Hx](Cp*)6 (a + b = 6 or 7). The signals of cluster-cations from
this family with [Au6Cu], [Au5Cu2], [Au4Cu3], [Au3Cu4], [Au5Cu], [Au4Cu2] cores were found in LIDFI-MS spectra.
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